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The Mother's Day Murder 2011-07-20
true confession or false investigator and former nun christine bennett is appalled when a young woman claims to be
the natural daughter of sister joseph beloved superior at st stephen s and chris s dearest friend but after the girl
is murdered all the evidence leads the police to believe she was telling the truth and that sister joseph is the
prime suspect can evidence ever lie chris prays that it can but as she frantically searches for the link between the
anonymous woman who gave away her newborn two decades ago and a brutal murder this mother s day it seems only a
miracle can save sister joseph from a life behind bars

The Mother's Day Murder 2013-05-28
the black widow they met while working together at a taco bell in augusta georgia seventeen year old larry kelley and
thirty one year old wife and mother gina spann their unusual friendship soon blossomed into something much more when
gina invited larry to live with her her husband kevin and their teenage son while kevin slept in a back room of the
house larry and gina shared the master bedroom flaunting their love in front of kevin the humiliated husband but it
didn t stop there gina enlisted larry and three of his friend to murder her husband and cash in on his 300 000 life
insurance policy so on mother s day of 1997 two teenagers knocked on the spanns door and when kevin opened it shot
him point blank as kevin spann s lifeless body hit the ground his two assassins sauntered away casually the lovesick
teenager police zeroed in on the motley crew soon enough and each would pay heavily for their crime gina larry and
two of his friend would each receive life sentences for the ruthless murder of kevin spann in a case as twisted and
shocking as fiction bestselling author wensley clarkson explores this volatile web of sex greed and murder that ended
in deadly disaster

Father's Day Murder 2013-03-05
a small town reporter hunts a big city killer in a novel by a new york times bestselling author who provides a truly
american version of the english cozy tulsa world when her part time reporting gig gives lucy the opportunity to
attend a boston newspaper conference she looks forward to a vacation from domestic bliss but upon leaving tinker s
cove maine she quickly discovers that alone time can be kind of lonely and in between libel workshops and panel
discussions lucy takes a guilt trip she feels terrible that she won t be home to help her husband celebrate father s
day but when luther read head of a nearly bankrupt newspaper dynasty suddenly drops dead lucy has other things to
think about she s not buying the theory that luther died of an asthma attack the man just had too many enemies always
the intrepid snoop lucy vows to investigate but she can t help wondering if her name will end up on a byline or in an
obit reading a new leslie meier mystery is like catching up with a dear old friend kate carlisle new york times
bestselling author of the bibliophile mysteries leslie meier writes with sparkle and warmth chicago sun times i like
lucy stone a lot and so will readers carolyn hart new york times bestselling author of the bailey ruth mysteries
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May Day Murder 2016-04-07
while oxford had morse whitstable famous for its oysters has pearl daily mail may day murder is the third book in
julie wassmer s popular crime series now a major acorn tv drama whitstable pearl starring kerry godliman as private
detective and restaurateur pearl nolan it s springtime and whitstable is emerging from hibernation while neither the
restaurant nor detective agency is too busy pearl resolves to spend some time at the family allotment but her best
friend nathan has persuaded one of his favourite actresses to open the may day festivities at whitstable castle and
involves pearl in his plans like pearl faye marlowe is a whitstable native but having left the town more than two
decades ago the star has been living in the south of france since her agent s phone stopped ringing charming but
sensitive she arrives with a small entourage and though her presence in the town causes a stir pearl s mother dolly
remains unimpressed choosing to remember faye marlow when she was plain old frankie murray the daughter of a local
whelk merchant nathan soon realises he has made a mistake with this invitation and his doubts are confirmed when faye
is nowhere to be found on the morning of may day and as jack in the green puts on his impressive costume to lead the
parade the actress s dead body is discovered tethered to the maypole on the castle grounds and so it s left to pearl
and dci mike mcguire to unravel the mystery of the may day murder praise for julie wassmer s whitstable pearl
mysteries while oxford had morse whitstable famous for its oysters has pearl true to the tradition of classic crime
julie wassmer weaves a strong story into a setting that has more to offer than murder and mayhem daily mail as light
as a mary berry victoria sponge this middle england romp is packed with vivid characters myles mcweeney irish
independent all of the thrills without any of the gore the sun this is a quality title a very entertaining read the
puzzle doctor my new favourite author in the genre george galloway a wonderful way to explore whitstable if you love
cosy mysteries then get acquainted with pearl and her mum and her cats and enjoy a trip to whitstable through the
eyes of this very convincing author trip fiction proves she s mistress of her craft john mcghie author of white
highlands thoroughly enjoyable with a host of wonderful characters i adore dolly and evocative descriptions of
whitstable perfect for foodies too pearl is great and the ongoing will they won t they love story with mcguire is
compelling comforting cosy and entertaining with excellent agatha christie style reveals i love these books jane
wenham jones author of mum in the middle if you enjoy cosy crime fiction and you still haven t picked this series
then you are missing out alba in bookland julie wassmer really knows how to tell a story victoria best shiny new
books good solid whodunits without gruesome details or gratuitous violence murder on sea may be just your cup of tea
bec stafford come to whitstable without actually coming to whitstable a good read anthony jemmett praise for the tv
series scandi noir meets the english seaside in whitstable pearl a murder mystery series based on julie wassmer s
novels drama quarterly explores all the murder and debauchery in the seemingly perfect english seaside town of
whitstable washington post you never know what might turn up either on the menu or alongside an oyster boat wall
street journal

St. Patrick's Day Murder 2009-03-03
new york times bestselling author charming warm and homespun characters plenty of seaside ambience and a fast moving
plot publishers weekly not many people in tinker s cove maine knew old dan malone the grizzled barkeep s social
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circle was limited to the rough hewn lobstermen and other assorted toughs that frequented his bar but when his body
is found bobbing in the town s icy harbor lucy stone makes getting to know more about old dan a priority a local
musician insists old dan conned a winning lottery ticket worth five grand from him a handyman claims that old dan
stiffed him for repair work he d done at the bar the confusion surrounding the death is only compounded by the
arrival of dylan malone old dan s brother and a prominent if fading star of the dublin stage dylan has come to direct
the production of finian s rainbow the featured event at our lady of hope s st patrick s day extravaganza was old dan
killed by someone he d cheated or someone he d loved lucy can t be sure but one thing is abundantly clear the stage
is set for a murder mystery with a killer ending leslie meier writes with sparkle and warmth chicago sun times

A Fine Day for Murder 2005
this novel of murder amid an old fashioned new england thanksgiving portrays small town life both realistically and
sympathetically publishers weekly tinker s cove maine has a long history of thanksgiving festivities from visits with
tomtom turkey to the annual warriors high school football game and lucy stone s impressive pumpkin pie but this year
someone has added murder to the menu and lucy intends to discover who left metinnicut indian activist curt nolan dead
with an ancient war club next to his head the list of suspects isn t exactly brief nolan had a habit of disagreeing
with just about everybody he met between fixing dinner for twelve and keeping her four kids from tearing each other
limb from limb lucy has a pretty full plate already so what s a little investigation but if she s not careful she may
find herself served up as a last minute course stone cold dead with all the trimmings approachable prose cozy small
town ambiance and a down to earth sleuth library journal i like lucy stone a lot and so will readers carolyn hart
meier writes with sparkle and warmth chicago sun times

Turkey Day Murder 2012-04-24
the killer is back with a vengeance a decade has passed since his murder conviction but now he s escaped prison his
whereabouts unknown in the meantime sam middleton struggles to cope with his wife s recent death certain that the
killer is to blame could his daughter s family be next while sam is in london doing a book promotion inspector clive
hogarth is in pursuit of a serial rapist that s been plaguing the city can hogarth piece everything together before
sam s whole world comes crashing down

The May Day Murders Sequel 2016-12-03
model police officer scotty mcveigh was one of new york s finest until someone pumped a pair of bullets into his body
on st patrick s day former nun christine bennett and her police detective boyfriend find this motiveless murder
puzzling could there be a connection between mcveigh s murder and the other unsolved murders of off duty cops praying
for a break christine pursues a killer along a strange path a pilgrimage that takes her from a suburban covenant to a
brooklyn fruit market and deep into the sacrosanct world of the nypd
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St. Patrick's Day Murder 2011-02-23
friends until death every year the morris avenue boys chums since childhood gather for a father s day reunion dinner
now late in middle age these men can bask in the rewards of honest success so which of them seizes the opportunity
that fateful evening to pull out an ice pick and stab to death the group s most celebrated member novelist arthur
wein as investigator and former nun christine bennett peels back the layers of the past forty years worth of secrets
emerge from the shadows and the web of lies theft adultery and blackmail woven by the once innocent bronx playmates
rivals even the darkest plot of the dead man s novels but in real life this flesh and blood villain may never be
caught

The Father's Day Murder 2011-07-27
the autumnal tranquility of smithtown ohio is shattered when dr david bradley arrives home to find that his wife has
been raped and murdered by an intruder who has left no clues behind except the words may day painted in lipstick on
his victim s body when the police later learn that another smithtown resident has been raped and strangled in new
york city it becomes frighteningly clear that a cunning serial killer targeting smithtown women is on the prowl
newspaper reporter sam middleton is determined to help detective roger hagstrom track down the assailant of his ex
wife s best friend and everyone is asking the same question as the mystery unfolds who will the killer s next victim
be

The April Fool's Day Murder 2001
meier s beloved sleuth part time reporter and mother of four lucy stone investigates another intriguing murder in
tinker s cove maine

The May Day Murders 2013-12-15
when jim charters drank he talked too much he claimed he could get pearl mantinover out of the death house because he
could prove she was innocent shooting off his mouth this time led jim into the tightest spot of his life the next
morning he woke up with 10 000 in his hand and voluptuously naked lou tarrent in his bed jim was on a chase that kept
him running for his life for lou was all woman and wouldn t take no for an answer

Mother's Day Murder 2009
homer investigates the violent deaths of a beautiful stage manager s admirers each year the beautiful sarah bailey
marks the winter solstice by organizing a pageant of drama and song for the citizens of harvard university last year
the star of the show was henry shady an appalachian folk singer whose homespun charm won the eye of every young woman
in cambridge on the eve of this year s revels the singer is struck down in the street by an suv driven by sarah s
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husband the police dismiss it as a freak accident but mary kelly who witnessed the singer s death is not so sure her
husband harvard professor and sometime sleuth homer dismisses her suspicion but when more of the revelers suffer
untimely deaths homer sees a pattern winter has gripped cambridge and sarah s husband may have been seized with
murderous jealousy

Wake Up to Murder 2012-11-01
when three old friends disappear on valentine s day two are later discovered murdered and the third still missing is
accused prompting his desperate wife to appeal to ex nun turned investigator christine bennett for help

The Shortest Day 2012-03-06
the body had been there a week before it had been discovered detective superintendent townley and sergeant newman
have a houseful of suspects but who savagely killed the promiscuous woman in her flat the time of death is narrowed
to a few hours on sunday morning which points to the only visitor to the house at that time the parish priest yet
there are eight suspects in total and townley and newman will identify the guilty party before the day is out

The Valentine's Day Murder 1997
in 1860 a 70 year old widow turned landlady named mary emsley was found dead in her own home killed by a blow to the
back of her head what followed was a murder case that gripped the nation a veritable locked room mystery which
baffled even legendary sherlock holmes author arthur conan doyle with an abundance of suspects from disgruntled step
children concerned about their inheritance and a spurned admirer repeatedly rejected by the widow to a trusted
employee former police officer and spy the case led to a public trial dominated by surprise revelations and shock
witnesses before culminating with one of the final public executions at newgate this is the case conan doyle couldn t
solve and after confounding the best detectives for years has finally be solved by author sinclair mckay discover
whodunit as the real murderer is revealed for the first time exclusively in this captivating study of a murder case
in the nineteenth century a story never told before

The Day of Murder 2006
murder burns on fire island island old timers are stunned by the shooting death of blue harbor s popular fire chief
followed by the mysterious torching of his house rumors soon begin to flare up about the chief s rumored affairs with
a vacationing lady lawyer and a girl half his age but when former nun now sleuth christine bennett and her police
detective husband start asking questions a thick fog of evasiveness closes in for this is not the first fire to
scorch blue harbor nor chris suspects is it the first murder as she soon discovers that the passions that turn good
people bad run long and deep and deadly
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The Mile End Murder 2017-09-07
the go go s made music on their own terms and gave voice to a generation caught between the bra burning irreverence
of the seventies and the me first decadence of the eighties anthems like we got the beat our lips are sealed and
vacation are an indelible part of our collective soundtrack but more than that they speak to the power and
possibility of youth inspired by punk but not yoked to it the go go s broke important musical ground by combining
cheeky lyrics clever hooks and catchy melodies perfectly capturing what it feels like to be young and female in the
process but beyond the go go s effervescent sound and cheerful pop stylings a darkness underlies many of their lyrics
and melodies hinting at the heartache and frustration inherent in growing up in other words plenty to inspire murder
and mayhem net proceeds from murder a go go s benefit planned parenthood a crucial provider of women s affordable
reproductive healthcare with a foreword by go go s co founder jane wiedlin and original stories by twenty five kick
ass authors editor holly west has put together an all star crime fiction anthology inspired by one of the most iconic
bands of the eighties and beyond praise for murder a go go s i always suspected that twinkle in the go gos eyes was a
coded invitation to a darker world in the hands of these 25 stellar crime fiction writers we got the beat and our
lips are sealed become evil little gems a totally rad read alan hunter original mtv vj siriusxm host shock and awe
that sums up my reaction to murder a go go s shock to live in times when the whole world lost its head and awe at the
response of these gifted writers buckle up for a ride that will leave skidmarks on your heart sara paretsky
bestselling author of the v i warshawski crime series who knew those happy songs by one of all time favorite bands
the go go s could inspire such dark noir spine tingling stories it s a collection of tales of distinctly female rage
the murderous kind and otherwise to keep you up at night alison arngrim tv s nellie oleson and author of confessions
of a prairie bitch this is the music driven anthology you didn t know you needed but after you read it you ll realize
your bookshelf was lacking without it this is a killer line up of writers and under holly s steady hand they don t
play a single false note murder a go go s has got the beat rob hart author of the warehouse like the songs these
writers used for muses each story contains the energy of a pop group and the rawness of a punk band with some of the
darkness and vulnerability that underscores the go go s themselves thrown in for good measure steph post author of
miraculum the go go s spun some of the brightest catchiest all girl pop back in the day but they always carried more
weight than your average pop band the burden of trailblazing and pioneering the bad kids in the back of the class
breaking all the rules and looking damn cool doing it this collection commandingly captures that sweet subversion joe
clifford author of the one that got away beneath the pop stylings and sensibilities of the go go s pulsed the heart
of a punk band in this eye opening anthology some of the sharpest voices of contemporary short crime fiction tease
out the aches and anxieties echoing through the groundbreaking group s music the dark sides of desire the missed
opportunities the tangled regrets these stories they got the beat art taylor award winning author of on the road with
del louise a novel in stories holly west editor s murder a go go s is murderous fun from the first story to the last
each masterful tale is distinctive but this collection is so much more than the sum of its parts infused with all the
talent and skill of some of the best short story writers working in crime fiction today jennifer hillier author of
creep and jar of hearts
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The Labor Day Murder 1998
tucson arizona is held in the grip of fear and horror as an out of control cocaine addict desperate for money
continues to terrorize and commit murder in the catalina foothills detectives jon mull and manny gonzalez are back on
the job and hot on the trail of this most elusive and dangerous killer things go from bad to desperate when both
detectives realize they are close to losing more than just the capture of the foothills murderer it s personal now
and they must find this depraved madman before he kills again mitt winstead s second novel will keep you spellbound
and relentlessly turning pages as you take a journey into the mind of the terrifying killer called day stalker author
mitt winstead is an arizona native living in camp verde arizona with his wife three chihuahuas a pomeranian and an
evil meyer s parrot this is mitt s second book in a series of murder mystery novels and when he is not writing mitt
likes spending quality time with his family in northern arizona in the summer and living a trailer trash life in
quartzsite arizona in the winter you can e mail him at mittinc commspeed net or check out his site at
murdermysteryevilinthemirror com

Murder-a-Go-Go's 2019-03-25
former nun christine bennett is looking forward to the christening of her friend maddie s baby but when she goes to
the church basement of the town that was flooded out thirty years before christine stumbles upon the skeletel remains
of a body the grim result of a thirty year old murder trying to sort out the sordid puzzle from the past christine
manages to unravel the dark secets of the once close knit community and also reveals a killer who s not afraid to
kill again

Day Stalker 2011-01-15
the killer is back with a vengeance a decade has passed since his murder conviction but now he s escaped prison his
whereabouts unknown in the meantime sam middleton struggles to cope with his wife s recent death certain that the
killer is to blame could his daughter s family be next while sam is in london doing a book promotion inspector clive
hogarth is in pursuit of a serial rapist that s been plaguing the city can hogarth piece everything together before
sam s whole world comes crashing down

The Christening Day Murder 1993
kate shugak returns to her roots in the far alaskan north after leaving the anchorage d a s office her deductive
powers are definitely needed when a ranger disappears looking for clues among the aleutian pipeliners she begins to
realize the fine line between lies and loyalties between justice served and cold murder
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The May Day Murders Sequel 2016
this second edition of may day is bigger better and bawdier minneapolitan mira james has been taking it easy since
college graduation too easy a dead end job and a cheating boyfriend have dulled the twin cities charm and mira heads
out to begin a new life in rural battle lake she falls into an unexpected romance with a guy who seems perfect until
he turns up dead between the reference stacks at her new part time gig anxious to learn more about the man who had
stolen her heart mira delves into the mysteries of battle lake including an old land deed obscuring ancient ojibwe
secrets an octogenarian crowd with unusually sexy social lives and a handful of thirty something high school buddies
who hold bitter decades old grudges mira soon discovers that unknown dangers are concealed under the polite exterior
of this quirky small town and revenge is a tator tot hotdish best served cold a hip humorous and gripping account of
small town murder this novel is the first in a series of sexy romantic amateur sleuth mysteries featuring mira james
an urban woman with rural minnesota roots

Cold Day for Murder 1992-06-01
the author of flipped for murder serves up a culinary cozy with all the right combos for an entertaining read
includes recipes nightstand book reviews robbie jordan may have had reservations about the murder victim but she
still needs to turn up the heat on a killer if she wants to keep her new restaurant open for business in the charming
small town of south lick indiana robbie has transformed a rundown country store into the runaway hit pans n pancakes
but the most popular destination for miles around can also invite trouble erica shermer may be the widow of handsome
local lawyer jim shermer s brother but she doesn t appear to be in mourning at a homecoming party held in robbie s
store erica is alternately obnoxious and flirtatious even batting her eyelashes at jim when erica turns up dead in
the store the next morning apparently clobbered with cookware the police suspect robbie s friend phil who closed up
after the party to clear phil and calm her customers robbie needs to step out from behind the counter and find the
real killer in short order grilled for murder was another good mystery from the country store recommended for all
cozy lovers books movies reviews oh my

May Day 2018-08-03
from the award winning author of little pretty things comes this gripping unforgettable tale of a mother s desperate
search for a lost boy anna winger can know people better than they know themselves with only a glance at their
handwriting hired out by companies wanting to land trustworthy employees and by the lovelorn hoping to find happiness
anna likes to keep the real life mess of other people at arm s length and on paper but when she is called to use her
expertise on a note left behind at a murder scene in the small town she and her son have recently moved to the crime
gets under anna s skin and rips open her narrow life for all to see to save her son and herself once and for all anna
will face her every fear her every mistake and the past she thought she d rewritten
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Grilled for Murder 2016-06-01
janet evanovich fans have a new reason to celebrate new york times bestselling author gemma halliday the not so proud
owner of a dead end job and a cheating boyfriend minneapolitan mira james jumps at the chance for a fresh start in
rural battle lake she immediately regrets her move that is until she crosses paths with jeff the ultimate sexy nerd
when their romance heats up she thinks she has it made and she does right up until jeff turns up dead between the
library s reference stacks anxious to learn more about the man who had briefly stolen her heart mira delves into the
mysteries of battle lake including an old land deed obscuring ancient ojibwe secrets an octogenarian crowd with
freaky social lives and a handful of thirty something high school buddies who hold bitter decades old grudges mira
soon discovers that unknown dangers are concealed under the polite exterior of this quirky town and revenge is a
hotdish best served cold may day is a laugh out loud suspenseful comic caper mystery perfect for readers who love to
escape into the humorous mysteries of janet evanovich denise grover swank and stephanie bond tv viewers who enjoy 30
rock and parks and recreation and moviegoers who laughed out loud watching bridesmaids or melissa mccarthy s spy may
day is the first in a series of laugh out loud funny romantic and a little bit raunchy mysteries featuring mira james
an urban woman with rural minnesota roots the books can be read in order each novel stands alone get all the mira
james mysteries today may day june bug knee high by the fourth of july august moon september mourn october fest
november hunt december dread january thaw february fever march of crime april fools or if you love to sink into a
satisfying binge read check out the bundles mira james mysteries summer bundle books 1 4 may june july and august
mira james mysteries fall bundle books 5 7 september october november mira james mysteries winter bundle books 8 10
december january february praise for may day a hilarious and sexy small town mystery loved it anniereader amazon
reviewer five stars tight plot and funny betti amazon reviewer five stars read this now i had a hard time putting
this one down good thing there are more in the series i haven t yet read i m looking forward to devouring them s
waters amazon reviewer five stars this trade paperback packed a punch i loved it from the get go tulsa world what a
romp this is i found myself laughing out loud crimespree magazine mira is the strength of the book she has a unique
voice full of irreverent humor i couldn t help rooting for her all about romance meet this witty heroine in lourey s
engaging new series mystery scene magazine may day starts the action rolling with a clever mystery and some snappy
writing these pages are filled with fresh dialogue in the library mira digs up a closetful of dirty secrets including
sex parties cross dressing and blackmail on her way to exposing the killer lourey s debut has a likeable heroine and
surfeit of sass kirkus reviews

The Day I Died 2017-04-11
assisted by fbi profiler ed griffin donaghue and detective karen stainer pursue an elusive predator who leaves no
physical evidence behind

Wedding Day Murder 2021
tis the season for hot chocolate and mouthwatering treats but sometimes too much of a good thing can be downright
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deadly christmas cocoa murder by carlene o connor siobhán o sullivan s hopes for a quiet irish christmas are dashed
when the local santa turns up dead in a carnival dunk tank of hot cocoa now instead of hunting down holiday gifts she
s pursuing a heartless killer seems the dead santa was no angel either stealing neighborhood dogs to guide his sleigh
but was it his holiday antics or worse that led to his death by chocolate christmas cocoa and a corpse by maddie day
when local businessman jed greenberg is found dead with a chocolate lab whimpering over his body the police start
sniffing around robbie jordan s country restaurant for answers was it something in robbie s hot cocoa that killed jed
or was it cocoa the dog as the suspects pile as high as her holiday tree robbie attempts to get to the bottom of the
sickly sweet murder death by hot cocoa by alex erickson a christmas themed escape game seems like the perfect pre
holiday treat for bookstore café owner krissy hancock and her best friend but when the host is found dead in a pool
of hot cocoa it s up to krissy and her team to catch the killer or escape before getting killed there s nothing like
a hot cup of murder to warm up the holiday season

May Day 2018-06-25
wendy dow and nancy eblen two very financially comfortable business women head off their annual summer vacation which
they have scheduled together for years they find themselves on the island of nantucket in early may after a wonderful
lunch in the garden of the chanticleer inn they start discussing how nice it would be just to give it all up and
spend the entire summer on the island well this adventure moves forward and they find themselves the owners of a five
acre parcel of land in polpis the property has two run down barns and a home that has been neglected for quite a
number of years when they start their restoration projects they uncover a long old slender metal box that is locked
now the contents of this mysterious box could it possibly hold the clue to a murder ahh the plot thickens

The Rainy Day Killer 2013-10
spring is in the air but for edindale illinois attorney keli milanni murder is the only thing blooming keli s looking
forward to beltane the time honored wiccan holiday that celebrates life with feasting ceremonial dancing and ancient
celtic rituals but since recently leaving her law firm and opening her own practice keli has more on her plate than
simple abundance still she always has time for a friend erik a druid from a neighboring town has had a run of bad
luck he blames on a curse cast by his ex girlfriend denise a practicing witch whose expertise in the dark arts can t
save her from her own deadly end when keli finds herself a person of interest in the investigation she begins to
wonder if she herself might be cursed with a little help from her friends including her devoted boyfriend wes keli
aims to find out who poisoned denise what she uncovers is a witch s brew of spells hexes and black magic that raises
questions about her own wiccan worldview as the community gathers for the may day festivities it s up to keli to stop
a killer from springing ahead to another murder praise for the wiccan wheel mysteries a perfect read library journal
on yuletide homicide enjoyable a wintry woodsy setting kirkus reviews on bell book candlemas a good atmospheric read
for fall parkersburg news sentinel on samhain secrets
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Christmas Cocoa Murder 2019-09-24
get entangled in this usa today bestselling series in the newest mystery from the national bestselling author of
murder in merino the sleuthing skills of izzy chambers perry and the seaside knitters are tested as death mars the
beginning of the school year seaside knitter birdie favazza is thrilled that her granddaughter gabby will be visiting
for the fall and attending the sea harbor community day school gabby loves the school with its newly adopted
progressive curriculum and she loves that the seaside knitters are teaching knitting as part of the enrichment
program it s a huge success and on crisp autumn days girls camp out on the terraces knitting up hats for charity but
not everyone is happy with the direction the school is taking outspoken board member blythe westerland has sparked
tempers with her determination to unravel the current administration then on the evening of an elegant school event
blythe s body is found near the school boathouse with a killer on the loose birdie is determined to keep gabby safe
working together the seaside knitters carefully unravel the layers of blythe s complicated life bringing faculty
members and town residents under scrutiny before the cast off rows are made on the students projects the knitters
will need to stitch together the evidence to see if a murderer has been walking beside them all along

Jewish Ritual Murder Ñ A Historical Investigation 2017
a maharajah on the moors when the india office seeks help in finding maharajah narayan they call upon the expertise
of renowned amateur detective kate shackleton to investigate a priceless jewel but soon a missing persons case turns
into murder shot through the heart narayan s body has obviously not been in the woods overnight who brought it here
and from where and what happened to the hugely valuable diamond that was in the maharajah s possession an
inexplicable murder kate soon discovers that vengeance takes many forms was the maharajah s sacrilegious act of
shooting a white doe to blame or are growing rumors of a political motive too powerful for kate to discount frances
brody s kate shackleton returns in murder on a summer s day with another mystery that s sure to hold the reader
attention and make them continue reading into the small hours of the night york press uk

Murder on Main Street 2022-06-23
how to get rid of the annoying new doctor in town no one will be able to hear gunshots on the fourth of july tessa is
doing her best to help plan her best friend s wedding at a new winery but then she gets caught up in a low key
corruption scandal in shady lake murray biggs a new doctor in town has bribed his way into having a private beach and
the residents of the small town are not standing for it but then murray is shot during the fourth of july fireworks
everything is thrown into chaos when the owner of the winery is accused of the murder and the wedding is seemingly
canceled not only does tessa have to solve the murder to exonerate derek and get the wedding back on track but she
only has a few days to do it can tessa solve the murder and help with all of the last minute plans in time to see her
friend walk down the aisle read independence day murder and set off your own fireworks today
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May Day Murder 2019-03-26
a serial killer lures a beautiful fbi agent into high stakes game of life and death in this romantic thriller by the
new york times bestselling author the game is simple he is the hunter they are the prey he gives them a chance to
escape to run to hide to outsmart him but eventually he catches them and that s when the game gets really terrifying
private investigator griffin powell and fbi agent nicole baxter know a lot about serial killers they took one down
together but this new killer likes playing games with nic and griff every unsolvable clue every posed victim every
taunting phone call it s all part of his plan but now the hunter is changing the rules the brutal psychopath needs a
worthy adversary to him nicole is the most precious prey of all and he won t stop until he gets his chance to hunt
her down now with his partner in a killer s sights griff is playing for the biggest stakes of his life

A Finely Knit Murder 2015-05-05
when debra moerke and her husband decided to become foster parents they never imagined how their lives would change
debra became especially close to one little girl four year old hannah she loved her and did everything she could to
help hannah learn to trust and teach her to feel safe but when hannah went back to her birth mother karen it wasn t
long before one of debra s worst fears came true overwhelmed with horror and grief debra didn t think she could take
anymore but then she received a phone call from prison karen facing a life sentence was pregnant and she had a
shocking question to ask

Murder on a Summer's Day 2017-02-14

Murder of Union Soldiers in North Carolina 1866

Independence Day Murder 2019-07-04

The Murder Game 2008-02-01

Murder, Motherhood, and Miraculous Grace 2019
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